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ABSTRACT
Objectives To develop treat- to- target (T2T) 
recommendations in giant cell arteritis (GCA) and 
polymyalgia rheumatica (PMR).
Methods A systematic literature review was conducted 
to retrieve data on treatment targets and outcomes in 
GCA/PMR as well as to identify the evidence for the 
effectiveness of a T2T- based management approach in 
these diseases. Based on evidence and expert opinion, 
the task force (29 participants from 10 countries 
consisting of physicians, a healthcare professional and 
a patient) developed recommendations, with consensus 
obtained through voting. The final level of agreement 
was provided anonymously.
Results Five overarching principles and six- specific 
recommendations were formulated. Management of 
GCA and PMR should be based on shared decisions 
between patient and physician recognising the need 
for urgent treatment of GCA to avoid ischaemic 
complications, and it should aim at maximising health- 
related quality of life in both diseases. The treatment 
targets are achievement and maintenance of remission, 
as well as prevention of tissue ischaemia and vascular 
damage. Comorbidities need to be considered when 
assessing disease activity and selecting treatment.
Conclusion These are the first T2T recommendations 
for GCA and PMR. Treatment targets, as well as 
strategies to assess, achieve and maintain these targets 
have been defined. The research agenda highlights the 
gaps in evidence and the need for future research.

INTRODUCTION
Giant cell arteritis (GCA) and polymyalgia rheu-
matica (PMR) are overlapping inflammatory rheu-
matic conditions of older people.1 2 For decades, 
GCA has been considered a predominantly cranial 
disease. More recently, advanced vascular imaging 
has demonstrated that large vessels (LV) are 
frequently involved, leading to the understanding 
that GCA represents a generalised vasculitic 
syndrome that includes cranial and extracranial 
medium/LV vasculitis (LV- GCA) and overlaps with 
PMR.3

Glucocorticoids (GC) are the standard treatment 
for GCA and PMR. Unfortunately, GC- related 
toxicity occurs in up to 85% of patients.1 2 In addi-
tion, many patients have pre- existing comorbidities 
that may worsen with GC therapy. Moreover, the 
prevalence of symptomatic disease relapse is high: 
in cohort studies, 34–62% of people with GCA and/
or PMR were reported to have at least one relapse.4 
In a clinical trial in GCA comparing tocilizumab 
(TCZ) with placebo along with a standardised GC 
tapering, sustained remission was achieved in only 
one- fifth of those who were treated with GC alone.5 
Tapering of GCs, however, was much faster in that 
study as compared with clinical practice. (Hysa et 
al, manuscript in preparation)

WHAT IS ALREADY KNOWN ON THIS TOPIC
 ⇒ There is large heterogeneity in clinical practice 
related to treatment strategies in giant cell 
arteritis (GCA) and polymyalgia rheumatica 
(PMR).

 ⇒ The concept of treat- to- target (T2T) is widely 
adopted in rheumatology, but has yet not been 
defined for these diseases.

WHAT THIS STUDY ADDS
 ⇒ Here, we present consensus- based 
recommendations on T2T in GCA and PMR 
developed by an international, multidisciplinary 
task force.

 ⇒ Treatment targets, as well as strategies to 
assess, achieve and maintain these targets, 
have been provided.

HOW THIS STUDY MIGHT AFFECT RESEARCH, 
PRACTICE OR POLICY

 ⇒ These recommendations advise clinicians how 
to effectively implement a T2T approach for 
GCA and PMR in clinical practice.

 ⇒ Gaps in current knowledge have been identified 
and a research agenda frames the needs to be 
addressed by future studies in the field.
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Methotrexate, in combination with GC, can be considered 
in the treatment of patients with GCA and PMR, even though 
data from clinical trials revealed conflicting results.6–8 TCZ has 
been approved for treatment in GCA following the phase III 
study mentioned above, which demonstrated higher remission 
rates and better GC sparing than placebo.5 Notably, neither 
drug has so far been associated with a reduction in GC- related 
adverse outcomes. For PMR, TCZ was also highly effective in 
recent phase II/III trials but has not yet been approved for this 
disease indication.9 10 Another phase III trial of sarilumab in 
PMR was terminated early because of the COVID- 19 pandemic. 
Preliminary results indicated a higher efficacy of sarilumab over 
placebo in terms of achieving sustained remission.11 Other drugs 
are currently being tested in randomised controlled trials, and 
upcoming registries will soon collect observational data on the 
management of these diseases.

Along with these exciting developments, new unmet needs 
have emerged, including questions about the relevant treat-
ment targets and outcomes in GCA and PMR. Other points of 
discussion are how the suppression of disease activity should be 
balanced against adverse consequences from drugs.12

The treat- to- target (T2T) concept includes the definition of 
a specific treatment target, regular monitoring of the progress 
of therapy with respect to the treatment target and, if neces-
sary, adjustment of therapy to achieve the lowest possible disease 
activity or remission. Treatment targets have already been 
defined in several areas of rheumatology, including rheumatoid 
arthritis (RA), spondyloarthritis (SpA), gout and systemic lupus 
erythematosus (SLE).13–17 Moreover, studies have demonstrated 
that a targeted management approach yields superior outcomes 
than conventional care in terms of clinical course, long- term 
damage and functional status.18–21

Up to now, T2T is not a recognised treatment approach in 
GCA and PMR, and to this point there has not been a system-
atic evaluation and consensus finding process on this topic. The 
development of T2T recommendations for GCA/PMR, there-
fore, addresses a current unmet medical need.12

To address this gap, an international, multidisciplinary 
task force was formed to develop recommendations aimed at 
defining treatment targets for GCA and PMR, with the goal 
of improving the management of these diseases in clinical 
practice.

METHODS
The convenors (CDe and FB) and the methodologists (AK and 
DA) led a task force guided by the 2014 updated EULAR stan-
dardised operating procedures for developing recommenda-
tions.22 The 29 task force members consisted of rheumatologists, 
internists, a neuro- ophthalmologist, a patient representative, 
methodologists and a healthcare professional representing 10 
countries. One face- to- face and one virtual meeting of the scien-
tific committee (CDe, FB, ELM, MCC, PCG, AA, DA, AK, JSS, 
DC, LE, CDu, MW, LN, MB and EH), several virtual meetings 
of the steering committee (CDe, FB, DA, AK, MB and EH) and 
one face- to- face meeting of the entire task force took place. A 
nominal group technique was used for the virtual and the face- 
to- face meetings.

At the first (virtual) meeting, the scientific committee agreed 
on 11 key questions relevant to T2T in GCA and PMR (see 
online supplemental table 1). These key questions were trans-
formed into the respective Population, Intervention, Compar-
ator, Outcome question format, which served as the basis for the 
systematic literature review (SLR).

A single SLR was conducted by four fellows (DC, LE, MB 
and EH) under the guidance of the methodologists. DC and 
LE conducted the screening and selection of articles. Data 
extraction, data synthesis and quality appraisal were performed 
by MB and EH.

The search strategies were developed by an experienced 
librarian (LF) and a systematic search was conducted in 
MEDLINE, EMBASE and the Cochrane Library (initial search to 
March 2021, updated search through May 2022). Full research 
articles, short reports and letters of randomised controlled trials 
as well as prospective and retrospective studies including an 
intervention and control group were retrieved. Further inclu-
sion criteria were sample size of >20 patients, publication in 
English or qualitative studies without a limit of participants and 
addressing any of the aspects raised by the key questions. Risk 
of bias (RoB) was assessed using the Cochrane RoB tool for 
randomised trials version 2, the RoB tool for non- randomised 
studies of Interventions and the appraisal tool for cross- sectional 
studies (AXIS).23–25

The evidence was presented during the second (face- to- face) 
meeting of the scientific committee and the task force in June 
2022. The data presented at this meeting were synthesised in a 
separate manuscript, describing the SLR in detail, providing the 
scientific evidence base for the present manuscript. (Hysa et al, 
manuscript in preparation)

At this second meeting of the scientific committee, the evidence 
was discussed, and based on the initial clinical key questions and 
the evidence, four proposals for overarching principles and five 
specific recommendations were prepared. Subsequently, the 
entire task force discussed the evidence again and refined and 
complemented the statements. This was followed by voting on 
the individual statements. Consensus was accepted if ≥75% of 
the members voted in favour of the statement at the first round 
of discussion, ≥67% at the second round, and at a third round 
>50% was accepted.26 The Oxford Centre for Evidence- based 
Medicine 2011 levels of evidence (LoE) derived from the SLR 
were added to each recommendation.27

After the task force meeting, each member anonymously 
indicated their level of agreement (LoA) via Survey Monkey. 
(LoA, 0–10 numeric rating scale ranging from 0= ‘completely 
disagree’ to 10= ‘completely agree’). The mean and SD of the 
LoA, as well as the percentage of task force members with an 
agreement ≥8 are presented. Based on the gaps in evidence and 
controversial points, a research agenda was formulated.

RESULTS
General aspects
These T2T recommendations are intended to advise primary, 
secondary and tertiary care physicians (including general prac-
titioners, rheumatologists, ophthalmologists, neurologists, geri-
atricians as well as specialists in internal or vascular medicine, 
radiology and vascular surgery), health professionals in rheu-
matology, pharmacists, patient organisations, payers, hospital 
managers and trial investigators.

The target population are people with GCA, PMR and GCA/
PMR.

These recommendations provide a strategic management 
concept for GCA and PMR, but are not intended to cover all 
management aspects of these diseases. They should be under-
stood as complementary to the current international treatment 
recommendations.6–8

A total of five overarching principles and six specific recom-
mendations were formulated. These are summarised in table 1 
(including the LoE and LoA) and are discussed in detail below.
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Overarching principles
These statements refer to principles of a generic and self- evident 
nature. They are, therefore, not necessarily based on specific 
LoE but reflect issues of good clinical practice. The task force 
considered them as a framework for the subsequent, specific 
recommendations.
A. Clinical management of GCA and PMR should be driven by 

the awareness that they are closely interrelated conditions in 
a common spectrum of inflammatory diseases and can occur 
separately, simultaneously or in temporal sequence to each 
other.

GCA and PMR are interlinked conditions that frequently 
overlap.3 PMR often occurs as a symptom of relapse in GCA28; 
therefore, it is possible that people with PMR who have recur-
rent relapses, as well as those who are unable to taper GCs, have 
underlying GCA that was ‘masked’ at the time of diagnosis. 
Moreover, there is evidence of subclinical vasculitis in some 
people with PMR, however, the significance of this observation 
for clinical outcomes is still unclear.29–31

In current practice, PMR is mainly treated by primary care 
physicians, whereas people with GCA are commonly referred 
to secondary/tertiary care specialists.32 33 Shared care between 
specialists and primary care physicians for both diseases is desir-
able, with regular evaluation of patients by an expert, partic-
ularly in case of difficult to treat PMR. This should ensure 
the early recognition of a possible GCA/PMR overlap and the 
management of both diseases according to a T2T strategy.
B. GCA is a medical emergency because of the imminent risk of 

sight loss and other ischaemic events and, therefore, requires 

immediate treatment; management usually requires multidis-
ciplinary collaboration.

This statement emphasises the need for early treatment of 
GCA, particularly in case of cranial manifestations (such as head-
ache, jaw claudication and visual symptoms), given that sight loss 
occurs in 15%–35% of patients.4 34 35 This complication has a 
dramatic impact on the quality of life of patients and their care-
givers.36 If one eye is affected, the risk for losing the second eye 
is as high as 50%.37 38 Sight loss almost exclusively occurs before 
the initiation of GC therapy; the risk for visual impairment is 
reduced dramatically once patients are on treatment.34 35

Immediate treatment of GCA implies that the diagnosis is 
also confirmed rapidly. Treatment of a person with high suspi-
cion for GCA should not be delayed because of pending diag-
nostic procedures.39 ‘Fast- track’ GCA clinics have facilitated 
rapid diagnosis and specialist care,34 35 40–43 and have helped to 
increase the awareness about the disease among referrers, thus 
further reducing the symptom to therapy lag.33

People with GCA may present with different symptoms. This 
is the leading reason why they are often seen by a variety of 
specialists, and explains why a multidisciplinary collabora-
tion is needed for a T2T strategy in this disease. Further, GCA 
may cause damage in different vascular territories potentially 
leading to sight loss, strokes, tongue or scalp necrosis, as well as 
peripheral limb ischaemia, requiring multidisciplinary manage-
ment including ophthalmologists, neurologists and plastic and 
vascular surgeons.3

C. Patients should be offered access to information about 
GCA and PMR, including clinical disease features, patient- 

Table 1 Treat- to- Target (T2T) recommendations in giant cell arteritis (GCA) and polymyalgia rheumatica (PMR)

Overarching principles LoE LoA

A. Clinical management of GCA and PMR should be driven by the awareness that they are closely interrelated conditions in a common spectrum of 
inflammatory diseases and can occur separately, simultaneously or in temporal sequence to each other.

n.a. 9.8 (0.6)
96.3% >8

B. GCA is a medical emergency because of the imminent risk of sight loss and other ischaemic events, and therefore, requires immediate treatment; 
management usually requires multidisciplinary collaboration.

n.a. 9.9 (0.3)
100% >8

C. Patients should be offered access to information about GCA and PMR, including clinical disease features, patient- reported outcomes, potential 
complications, treatment- related benefits and risks, as well as relevant comorbidities.

n.a. 9.7 (1.0)
96.3% >8

D. Management of GCA and PMR should be based on shared decision making between the informed patient and the physician. n.a. 9.8 (0.5)
100% >8

E. Treatment of GCA and PMR should aim at maximising health- related quality of life through control of symptoms, preventing disease- related damage 
and minimising treatment- related adverse consequences, taking relevant comorbidities into account.

n.a. 9.9 (0.4)
100% >8

Recommendations

1. The treatment target of GCA and PMR should be remission; remission is the absence of clinical symptoms and systemic inflammation. 5* 9.6 (0.9)
96.3% >8

2. Treatment of GCA should also aim to prevent tissue ischaemia and vascular damage. 5 9.9 (0.4)
100% >8

3. Treatment selection in GCA and PMR should be based on disease severity and activity, presence of relevant comorbidities and potential predictors of 
outcome; treatment should be modified as needed during follow- up.

5 9.9 (0.3)
100% >8

4. Comorbidities may influence the assessment of the treatment target and should be considered before modifying treatment. 5 9.8 (0.5)
100% >8

5. Once remission is reached, it should be maintained with the minimal effective dose of medication#; drug- free remission may be achieved in a 
proportion of patients##.

5# - 2## 9.9 (0.3)
100% >8

6. Disease activity in GCA and PMR should be monitored regularly, as frequently as every 1–4 weeks until remission has been achieved, and at longer 
monitoring intervals (eg, between 3 and 6 months) in patients in stable remission on therapy; monitoring of patients off therapy should be discussed on 
an individual basis.

5 9.8 (0.6)
100% >8

Numbers in column ‘LoE’ indicate the LoE supporting the respective recommendation according to the Oxford Centre for Evidence- based Medicine 2011 levels of evidence 
(LoE).27 Accordingly, LoE 2=randomised trial or observational study with dramatic effect; LoE 5=mechanism- based reasoning.
Numbers in column ‘LoA’ indicate the mean and SD (in parenthesis) of the LoA (range 0–10 with 0= ‘completely disagree’ to 10= ‘completely agree’), as well as the percentage 
of task force members with an agreement ≥8; 27/29 (93.1%) task force members expressed their level or agreement.
*While ‘remission’ has been an outcome in several trials in GCA and PMR, (Hysa et al, manuscript in preparation) there is no comparison of the performance of remission with 
another treatment target.
LoA, level of agreement; LoE, level of evidence; n.a., not applicable.
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reported outcomes, potential complications, treatment- 
related benefits and risks, as well as relevant comorbidities.

Information about GCA and PMR needs to be accessible to 
all patients and caregivers. Because GCA and PMR commonly 
overlap, all patients should receive information on both diseases. 
Most people with GCA and PMR respond quickly to GC therapy 
and, therefore, some of them may prematurely stop treatment in 
the assumption that they are cured. This results not only in a 
rapid return of symptoms, but also bears the risk of tissue isch-
aemia.44 45 Patients also need to be informed that up to 60% of 
them will have one or more relapses during GC tapering, and 
that a relapse might lead to ischaemic complications.46 47

Patient awareness should also be directed to understand 
the distinctions between disease- related and disease- unrelated 
symptoms. For example, shoulder pain in PMR might be due 
to a relapse or unrelated to PMR, such as osteoarthritis, adhe-
sive capsulitis or rotator cuff disease. Fatigue can be either a 
symptom of GCA and PMR, caused by other conditions or due 
to treatment.48 Likewise, increment of acute phase reactants 
does not always reflect active GCA/PMR but can be related 
to infections or other inflammatory conditions. Relapses may 
also be present despite normal erythrocyte sedimentation rate 
(ESR) and C reactive protein (CRP), particularly, but not only, 
in people who are treated with interleukin- 6 receptor (IL- 6R) 
blocking agents.49 People with GCA should further be informed 
that certain manifestations such as vision loss can be related to 
active disease (when new or worsened, occurring in one- fifth 
of cases with a major relapse),50 to damage (when persistent 
in spite of treatment and with no other sign of active disease) 
or to other conditions (eg, age- related macular degeneration, 
glaucoma or cataracts). Patients should also be educated about 
possible adverse consequences of therapy and taught to recog-
nise them.51

Patients should receive information about comorbidities. 
The term ‘relevant’ was chosen to express that rheumatologists 
are trained to focus on those that are relevant to the disease 
and/or to its treatment, such as osteoporosis, diabetes mellitus 
or cardiovascular disease, while general medical concerns are 
addressed by their primary and other specialty care physicians 
as appropriate.52 53

The best method of providing information and the amount of 
information that should be delivered to patients is likely depen-
dent on patient- specific preferences. The foundation for disease 
education is the medical consultation, and may be comple-
mented by specific training programmes of healthcare profes-
sionals, patient charities, online, print or video material, as well 
as via telemedicine.54

D. Management of GCA and PMR should be based on shared 
decision making between the informed patient and the phy-
sician.

The vast majority of patients with GCA and PMR accept 
initial treatment given the sudden onset of symptoms and their 
significant impact on quality of life and daily activities. Once 
remission is achieved, ‘coming off glucocorticoids’ and ‘living 
with glucocorticoids’ become important aspects of the ongoing 
care for patients.55 The maintenance of the target must, there-
fore, be discussed in light of emerging adverse consequences of 
treatment, particularly in the long term. Similarly, the possible 
advantages and disadvantages of different drugs and routes of 
administration need to be discussed with patients on an indi-
vidual basis.
E. Treatment of GCA and PMR should aim at maximising 

health- related quality of life through control of symptoms, 
preventing disease- related damage and minimising treatment- 

related adverse consequences, taking relevant comorbidities 
into account.

The goal of maintaining health- related quality of life is 
common to several T2T recommendations, an outcome 
regarded as the highest value for patients.13–15 Mortality is not 
increased in PMR,56 57 whereas in GCA, patients have higher 
mortality, particularly at disease onset, most likely as a conse-
quence of disease manifestations and adverse effects of intensive 
treatment.58

Among disease- related symptoms, patients pay particular 
attention to pain, stiffness, disability and fatigue.48 59 In GCA, 
preservation of sight and integrity of other tissues poten-
tially affected by vascular compromise are other fundamental 
aspects of maintaining a high quality of life.36 Side effects 
from treatment, such as weight gain, bruising, skin atrophy, 
diabetes, infections, mood changes and muscle weakness, 
might gradually reduce the gains of quality of life achieved 
in early stages of disease management through suppression of 
inflammation.51 60 Negative adverse consequences from treat-
ment unfortunately cannot always be avoided, but should be 
minimised. Preventing overtreatment of GCA and PMR with 
GC, due to starting or maintenance dosages that are exces-
sively high or for a period of time that is too long or by not 
considering GC sparing agents is an important additional goal. 
Even though several drugs may help to reduce the cumulative 
GC dose in both GCA and PMR, so far none have been proven 
to reduce GC- related adverse outcomes.5 9 10 61 62 Common 
comorbidities such as osteoporosis, diabetes or cardiovascular 
disease also need to be considered, especially those that may 
be worsened by treatment and negatively impact health- related 
quality of life.52 53

Specific recommendations
Recommendation 1
The treatment target of GCA and PMR should be remission; 
remission is the absence of clinical symptoms and systemic 
inflammation.

This treatment target is similar to that of other T2T recom-
mendations in rheumatology,13–15 and frequently serves as an 
outcome in clinical trials and observational studies of GCA 
and PMR.12 63 (Hysa et al, manuscript in preparation) The LoA 
was high, even though there was no evidence that remission 
performed better than any other treatment target (eg, absence of 
relapse, cumulative GC dose). (Hysa et al, manuscript in prepa-
ration) Remission is normally achieved rapidly with GC therapy, 
although a proportion of patients may be refractory and achieve 
only incomplete disease control.64 65 The definition of an instru-
ment to determine remission in GCA and PMR was beyond 
the scope of this project and is the subject of ongoing research. 
Several proposals to define remission have been made by inter-
national study groups and investigators of clinical trials. They 
most commonly include the absence of clinical symptoms related 
to GCA and/or PMR and the normalisation of acute phase reac-
tants, particularly ESR and CRP.12 63 The task force stipulated 
the term ‘absence of systemic inflammation’ to potentially also 
include other markers of disease activity such as imaging. While 
the role of imaging as an outcome variable or component of 
remission is still unclear, there is the increasing evidence that, at 
least in GCA, imaging- determined signs of activity might have an 
impact on future relapses and vascular damage.66–68 The present 
statement, however, should not be understood as a recommen-
dation to reach imaging remission and/or negative acute phase 
reactants at all costs, rather the achievement of the target should 
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be balanced against the potential burden from treatment- related 
adverse events.

Alternative treatment targets (such as low- disease activity in 
RA) need to be investigated further in PMR and GCA,10 12 hence, 
this topic has been added to the research agenda.

Recommendation 2
Treatment of GCA should also aim to prevent tissue ischemia 
and vascular damage.

The prevention of tissue ischaemia and vascular damage was 
added as a specific treatment target even though this topic has 
been included in the overarching principles. There was some 
discussion among the task force whether the ‘maintenance of 
tissue and vascular integrity’ would be the more adequate target. 
However, the group ultimately came to the conclusion that this 
might be a too ambitious goal, given that, in an older patient 
population there might be several other factors not directly 
related to GCA such as atherosclerosis threatening the ‘integrity’ 
of organs and vessels. The clear objective in the management of 
GCA is the prevention of the sequelae from disease and long- 
term treatment.36

Prevention of vascular damage should, therefore, not only 
be understood as prevention of damage from GCA (eg, aortic 
aneurysms) but also as a prevention of macrovascular and micro-
vascular damage associated with long- term GC therapy.69–71 In 
this context, it is important to understand that progression of 
vascular damage, particularly aortic aneurysms, may also occur 
in patients in persistent clinical remission.72 The pathogenic 
mechanisms triggering the progression of vessel wall destruc-
tion, as well as the possibilities to prevent, or at least halt these 
changes, require further study.

Recommendation 3
Treatment selection in GCA and PMR should be based on 
disease severity and activity, presence of relevant comorbidities 
and potential predictors of outcome; treatment should be modi-
fied as needed during follow- up.

Specific recommendations on the selection of individual medi-
cations or drug dosages have been made elsewhere and are not 
subject of the present work.6–8 The task force acknowledged that 
several factors in addition to disease activity need to be consid-
ered in balancing treatment benefits against risks. A person 
with GCA suffering from visual symptoms, jaw claudication or 
other ischaemic manifestations may be considered to have more 
‘severe’ disease than a patient with predominantly systemic 
symptoms without evidence of tissue or vascular damage (eg, 
PMR or constitutional symptoms only). Consequently, the 
former patient may require more intensive initial treatment than 
the latter. In patients without organ threatening manifestations, 
balanced decision making should take into account comorbidi-
ties, as well as predictors of disease outcomes that may influence 
the choice of therapy. The ACR/EULAR recommendations for 
PMR management list female sex, high acute phase reactants 
and peripheral arthritis as associated with an increased risk of 
relapse, and patients with these features warrant more intensive 
and longer treatment.7 62 In GCA, patients with a high level of 
systemic inflammation at baseline, persistently increased inflam-
matory markers or imaging signs of inflammation, as well as 
those with predominant extracranial disease, tend to relapse 
more frequently than patients without these factors.67 73 Hence, 
these patients may benefit in particular from early administra-
tion of GC sparing agents.

Assessing benefit versus risks of treatments should be 
performed continuously during the follow- up. While disease 
activity and severity might be the main drivers of treatment 
choice at disease outset, therapy- related side effects, comorbidi-
ties and predictors of outcome may play a more important role 
later in the disease course.51

Recommendation 4
Comorbidities may influence the assessment of the treatment 
target and should be considered before modifying treatment.

Both rheumatic (eg, rotator cuff disease, osteoarthritis of the 
shoulder or cervical spine, fibromyalgia) and non- rheumatic (eg, 
Parkinson’s disease) causes of pain and stiffness influence the 
assessment of disease activity in PMR, particularly when clin-
ical composite scores are used that may also be affected by these 
conditions.74 In GCA, other causes of headache (eg, migraine, 
trigeminal neuralgia, tension headache) or visual disturbances 
need to be distinguished from GCA- related symptoms. Acute 
phase reactants are certainly helpful in these situations, but when 
patients are treated with IL- 6 blocking agents, other markers of 
systemic inflammation need to be identified that help to better 
interpret patients’ symptoms.4 12 This aspect has been added to 
the research agenda.

Recommendation 5
Once remission is reached, it should be maintained with the 
minimal effective dose of medication; drug- free remission may 
be achieved in a proportion of patients.

The task force discussed whether the maintenance of 
remission, or rather, the prevention of a relapse should be 
the preferred treatment target. A relapse is often defined as 
reappearance of clinical symptoms and systemic inflamma-
tion that requires intensification of therapy.12 63 However, 
patients with non- specific symptoms or increased inflamma-
tory markers without another explanation than GCA or PMR 
are in a disease state that is neither remission nor relapse. 
The task force voted for the maintenance of remission as a 
relevant target in T2T assuming that patients would benefit 
in the long term by a better quality of life and prevention of 
vascular damage. The SLR, however, retrieved no evidence 
on this aspect of disease management, and therefore, this 
topic has been added to the research agenda. (Hysa et al, 
manuscript in preparation)

The task force further emphasised that patients should not be 
pushed to taper- off medication too quickly, a strategy that often 
results in relapse of disease. At the same time, the task force 
recognised that overtreatment should also be avoided. Achieving 
the minimal effective dose of medication is an important goal, 
and tapering- off GCs may have a higher priority than discon-
tinuing disease modifying antirheumatic drugs (DMARDs), if 
both drugs are used in combination. However, no study has 
yet compared the benefits and risks of low- dose GCs (≤7.5 mg 
prednisone equivalent per day)75 without DMARDs against 
DMARDs without GCs.

In a proportion of patients, drug- free remission may be 
achieved. In a trial of TCZ in GCA (GIACTA), for example, 
22% of patients initially randomised to TCZ reached sustained 
drug- free remission after 156 weeks,76 whereas in PMR, obser-
vational studies suggest that long- term drug- free remission can 
be achieved in 30%–60% of patients.77–79 Tapering off treatment 
should always be balanced against the risk of worsening disease 
activity.5 46 47
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Recommendation 6
Disease activity in GCA and PMR should be monitored regu-
larly, as frequently as every 1–4 weeks until remission has been 
achieved, and at longer monitoring intervals (eg, between 3 and 
6 months) in patients in stable remission on therapy; monitoring 
of patients off therapy should be discussed on an individual basis.

This recommendation is fully based on expert opinion given 
that evidence regarding monitoring intervals is absent. The 
monitoring timepoints recommended by the task force are more 
frequent than those suggested by the 2018 EULAR management 
recommendations for GCA and the 2015 ACR/EULAR manage-
ment recommendations for PMR.6 7 The task force was of the 
opinion that both new patients and patients with relapse should 
be monitored very closely to document therapeutic response, 
exclude disease mimics and to identify those with refractory 
disease in order to discuss possible treatment alternatives. The 
task force members made the experience that lack of resources is 
an important obstacle for a close follow- up of patients; however, 
this might be overcome by shared care between general practi-
tioners and rheumatologists.

Once stable remission has been achieved, monitoring intervals 
may become longer; however, disease activity and particularly 
adverse consequences of treatment should be checked regularly. 
Whether all follow- up visits need to be face to face or can be 
replaced by telemedicine visits are issues that future research 
needs to clarify.

On successful discontinuation of therapy, people with PMR 
may be followed up in primary care only (on demand). In GCA, 
regular specialist visits (even at longer intervals) are advised 
since aortic aneurysms may occur even years after quiescent 
disease.80 81 No consensus was found for monitoring the progres-
sion of vascular damage, therefore, this topic has been included 
in the research agenda.

Based on the discussions and the areas of uncertainty, a 
research agenda has been proposed, delineated in box 1.

DISCUSSION
These are the first T2T recommendations in GCA and PMR 
developed by an international multidisciplinary task force 
complementing current management recommendations in the 
field. They provide guidance to clinicians on how to implement 
the T2T approach for GCA and PMR in clinical practice and 
emphasise the importance of balancing disease burden with 
unwanted effects of therapy and comorbidities. Furthermore, 
current gaps in evidence have been identified, and a research 
agenda has been formulated to provide guidance on how the 
gaps can be filled by future research.

With these recommendations, we aim to convey the T2T 
strategy to the broad medical community given that patients with 
GCA and PMR are not only treated in highly specialised centres, 
but also by community- based rheumatologists and other medical 
disciplines including general practitioners. Observational studies 
indicate that in GCA and PMR, several principles of T2T such as 
the selection of treatment according to disease severity/activity, 
consideration of relevant comorbidities, the maintenance of 
remission at the lowest possible dose of medication and adequate 
screening and management of comorbidities are not or insuffi-
ciently implemented in current clinical practice.82–84 The present 
project was independent of, and is thus not officially endorsed 
by a major rheumatological society, however, this was originally 
also not the case for the RA or psoriatic arthritis/SpA- T2T activ-
ities, which were subsequently embraced by EULAR and other 
organisations.85–88 The T2T- SLE recommendations were also 

developed by an international group without initial endorse-
ment by major professional organisations.15 The SLE commu-
nity with its very heterogeneous views subsequently appreciated 

Box 1 Research agenda

 ⇒ To develop evidence- based definitions of response, remission 
and relapse for GCA and PMR.

 ⇒ To develop a definition of refractory disease.
 ⇒ To develop a definition of vascular damage.
 ⇒ To work- out tools to adequately assess disease activity, 
disease activity states, patient- reported outcomes (including 
fatigue, health- related quality of life) and a health assessment 
questionnaire specific for GCA and PMR.

 ⇒ To conduct a study to compare a T2T strategy in GCA and 
PMR with conventional care.

 ⇒ To study whether the maintenance of remission is an 
equivalent treatment target to the prevention of relapse(s).

 ⇒ To assess the role of imaging as a treatment target and to 
investigate the significance of ongoing imaging signs of 
inflammation in patients in clinical remission.

 ⇒ To study the phenotype and outcome of people with PMR 
presenting with subclinical vasculitis.

 ⇒ To identify predictors of treatment response, damage, 
prognosis and course of disease, including the identification 
of genomic/proteomic predictors from blood and tissue.

 ⇒ To collect data on long- term follow- up, including imaging and 
laboratory data of people with GCA and/or PMR.

 ⇒ To study the best imaging modality for early detection and 
monitoring of vascular damage.

 ⇒ To define low disease activity in PMR and GCA and assess its 
value as an alternative treatment target.

 ⇒ To study the outcome of patients with persistently low 
disease activity (eg, low- grade vascular inflammation or 
slight elevation of acute phase reactants without another 
explanation) concerning long- term outcomes (damage and 
comorbidities).

 ⇒ To compare the outcomes of patients with low disease 
activity without treatment versus patients in remission on 
long- term low- dose therapy.

 ⇒ To study whether use of glucocorticoid (GC) sparing agents 
leads to a reduction in GC- related adverse outcomes.

 ⇒ To assess when and in whom treatments can be stopped once 
remission is achieved.

 ⇒ To investigate the relationship between patient- reported 
outcomes and disease activity in GCA and PMR.

 ⇒ To investigate the progression of structural damage using 
different treatments.

 ⇒ To define intervals and methods to monitor structural damage 
in GCA.

 ⇒ To study the temporal evolution of vascular damage in GCA: 
how quickly does damage occur; what are the effects of 
aortic involvement early in the disease as compared with 
(new) involvement in later stages?

 ⇒ To investigate the role of telemedicine as a tool for T2T in 
PMR/GCA.

 ⇒ To study different treatment strategies and their effect on 
mortality in GCA.

 ⇒ To investigate the difference between long- term remission 
and cure of disease.

 ⇒ To test the cost- effectiveness of a T2T strategy in GCA and 
PMR.
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the concept of pursuing a treatment target, and the publication 
of T2T in SLE was essential to stimulate activities in the field to 
better define treatment targets and management strategies.89 We 
envision the inclusion of the T2T principle in future manage-
ment recommendations in GCA and PMR, its implementation 
in routine clinical practice and ultimately, an improved quality 
of care resulting in a better long- term quality of life of patients 
with these diseases.

A study formally comparing the management of people with 
GCA and/or PMR according to a T2T principle with a strategy 
based on routine clinical care is still warranted. The task force 
notes that an evidenced- based definition of remission is absent, 
which is in contrast to the situation in many other rheumatic 
diseases.13–16 There is an ongoing ACR/EULAR project to 
develop response criteria in GCA and in addition, OMERACT 
projects are currently underway to develop definitions of remis-
sion in GCA and PMR. Another important uncertainty is the 
role of imaging. Whether imaging- based absence of inflamma-
tion should be a treatment target, which imaging methodology 
should be used to monitor the disease or whether imaging should 
be a component of clinical remission are unclear so far. The 
assessment of disease activity in patients receiving IL- 6 receptor 
inhibitors is another challenge given that these drugs directly 
suppress ESR and CRP and thus render these acute phase reac-
tants unreliable as measures of disease activity. Evaluation of 
alternative markers of systemic inflammation is urgently needed, 
including alternative laboratory tests, such as osteopontin or 
serum calprotectin, as well as imaging.90 91

The question of whether telemedicine should play a role in 
patient management in addition to face- to- face visits remains 
open. During the COVID- 19 pandemic, many people with GCA 
and PMR were followed by remote consultation rather than 
face- to- face evaluation, however, the role of this technique is 
unclear, once the pandemic is over.92 93

The main limitation of our recommendations is the low LoE 
supporting the individual statements. While a broader search 
would have identified more papers, the task force was of the 
opinion that if a study did not have an adequate control arm 
(which was the most important inclusion criterion in our SLR), 
the observed effects could not be attributed to the T2T strategy 
and would thus be uninformative. The research agenda is, there-
fore, an important product of this project hopefully stimulating 
further research in the field.

Despite the limited evidence, we expect these T2T recommen-
dations contribute to high- quality clinical care in GCA and PMR. 
Unresolved issues and areas of further study are outlined in the 
research agenda. We anticipate that new developments in the 
management and assessment of disease states and outcomes will 
take place in the coming years, which will affect these recom-
mendations and necessitate amending them.
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